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AWAKENING THE POWER WITHIN YOU
(Enjoy Your Everyday Selfless Love Life)
Self-Development and Inspirational series …

“Love does not go around talking about itself all the time, constantly exaggerating and embellishing
the facts to make it look more important in the sight of others.” Apostle Paul

Even as I write, my thoughts have turned to an individual who fits this description perfectly. If you
know anyone like this, you probably thinking of that person as well, because people like this are such
an annoyance that it is hard to ignore or forget them.

Regarding the person I am thinking of, all my friends and his co-workers tried to avoid meeting him at
all times, because we know that the moment he got hold of us, he is going to start talking endlessly
about himself, his projects, his ideas, and his accomplishments. He boasts to such extreme degree
that it is outright obnoxious.

Coming from a terrible, insecure foundation in his own life, this person somehow feels he must stretch
the truth to a ridiculous extreme and brag about his own accomplishments. His total lack of concern
for others and his complete preoccupation with himself has become offensive and disgusting to nearly
everyone who knows him.

Often people exaggerate and boast endlessly because they have a hidden agenda they want to
protect, or they are hoping to make the kind of impression that might give them special status or
recognition in the eyes of others, or they may feel driven to prove their worth. Regardless of the
reason that people boast about themselves, this kind of behavior does not demonstrate the way that
selfless love behaves!

Selfless love is so strong, so sure, and so confident that it does not need to speak of itself or its
accomplishments, even if those accomplishments are greater than anyone else’s. Real selfless love
would never flaunt, instead it want to focus on the accomplishments of others in order to build them up
and make them feel more valuable and secure.  Selfless love is not a self-focused love – it is focused
on giving of itself in order to meet other people’s needs. Selfless love is not thoughtless or insensitive
to others, but always respectful and forgiving.

Selfless love does not deliberately engage in actions or speak words that are sharp that causes ugly
or violent reactions from others. It takes no account of others unintentional wrongdoings. An easily
offended person keeps detailed records of every wrong that was ever done to him.  This person
painstakingly stores in his memory all the mistakes, faults, grievances, disappointments, failures, or
perceived wrongdoings that someone has made against him.  Rather than forgive and let it go, the
offended person has carefully maintained records of each action done to him that he deemed unjust
or unfair.

So if you are tempted to keep mental records of wrongs someone has done against you, remember
life happens – people hurt us, and sometimes we hurt other people. Thus, if we want others to forgive
us for our unintentional mistakes or failures, we too must extend the same grace of forgiveness to
others who may have unintentional hurt us.
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Is there anyone you are holding hostage in your mind because of what you deemed to be an
inappropriate action taken against you? If that person did wrong, it is right for you to confront him in
love. But once you have dealt with the matter, you need to release the offense and let it go.  If you
have a hard time releasing people from their past wrongs, it is a sign that you need selfless love to be
released in your life. The fact that you are flipping back to that old record of wrongs again and again –
bringing up past grievances that should have been forgiven means you are not in selfless love! Throw
that diary away! Make it your own most important matter of business to get your heart right first and
then with others.

“You are responsible not only for what you do say but also for what you do not say.” Martin Luther

Selfless love:
 Does not manipulate situations or scheme and devise methods that will twist situations to its

own advantage;
 Does not deliberately engage in actions or speak words that are so sharp and hurtful, that

cause an ugly or violent reactions from others;
 Does not deliberately keep records of wrongs or past mistakes;
 Selfless love moves you to do things for other people’s life.

Weathering Selfless Love
There were probably comes a time when we said, “I’m tired.  No one appreciates me or says thank
you for what I have done! I give and give, and yet I am treated like a doormat, being walked all over! I
just wish someone would occasionally show some appreciation.”

We all want to be appreciated.  I like to be thanked when I work hard, just as we all do.  If we did all
just treat each other with respect and good manners, it would solve a world of problems, and remedy
a lot of hurt feelings. But people are people, and sometimes they forget to say thank you, or even
taking you for granted.  It is absolutely true that people should be more thoughtful and appreciative.
But the bottom line is this: Ultimately, it does not matter whether or not those around us ever show us
appreciation for what we do; we do because we are committed to love doing it. Lack of appreciation
must not affect our determination to move forward in our lives and do a difference for people around
us, especially for people whom we really loved.

We are the overseer of our own heart.  It is our responsibility to guide, direct, and give oversight to
what goes on inside your emotions and thinking. You alone are responsible for what you allow to
develop inside your head and heart.  You are personally responsible for both the good and the bad
that occurs within your thought life.

We are often tempted to blame our bad attitude, bitterness, resentments, or feelings of unforgiveness
on other people. But the truth is we are responsible for our own emotions and reactions! If a person
does something that has the potential to offend us, you are held responsible for whether or not that
offense takes root in our minds.  We can choose to let it sink into our souls and take root, or we can
opt to let it bypass us.  We are not able to control what others do or say to us, but we are able to
control what goes on inside us.  You are the one who decides whether or not that wrong settles down
into your soul and starts to take root in your emotions. Pride is the enemy of love.

Anger is an emotion that comes and goes.  You do have the right to be angry, but you do not want to
remain angry all the time. You choose whether or not irritation turns into anger, anger into wrath,
wrath into bitterness, bitterness into resentment, and resentment into unforgiveness.  You choose
whether these foul attitudes and emotions take up residency in your heart or are booted out of your
mind.
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You may be tempted with an annoying, hounding thought about the person who offended you, at that
moment you have a choice whether or not to let it sink in.  You are the only one who can give
permission for these attitudes to make their habitation in your mind and emotions.  If you are filled with
bitterness, resentment, and unforgiveness, you permitted that ugly thought to sow that destructive
seed in your heart and then you permitted it to grow. Remember, you are the overseer of your own
heart!

Stop making excuses for the rotten attitudes that fill your thoughts about people who supposedly did
you wrong.  Even if they really did commit a wrong against you, was it necessary or beneficial to
permit the ugly thought to fill you with putrid feelings of bitterness, resentment, and unforgiveness?
Move on with your life! What good does it do to let the offense fester inside you until you are inwardly
eaten up by its bad memory?

As long as you blame everyone else for the bitterness that rages inside, you will never walk free.  The
only way you can get over the offense and walk free of your emotional prison is by accepting
responsibility for your own heart.

If we constantly complain about our circumstance, we remain in the circumstances that we are
complaining about.  That is where we are putting our energy, so we get more of it.  Complain about
your boss, she will appear meaner. Complain about your job and it will get worse. Complain about
your spouse, you can expect more quarrels. If you constantly complain about yourself, you can expect
more disappointments.

What are you complaining constantly in your own life? Look at the bad fruits it is bringing to you.

Try this better approach – find something to praise.  In every situation and every person there is
something good to focus on.  Find it and praise it. Remind yourself of it every time you are tempted to
complain.  The first thing you will notice is how much better you feel.  After all, how do you feel
complaining? You need to love yourself (not being in love), to want to stop talking and thinking of all
things bad.  Talking and thinking of someone that hurts you, or a project that is irritating you, steals
your personal peace, love, and joy.  It drains you of all your energy that you cannot concentrate to do
good, blossom the relationships, or clarity of the mind to do a better job.

Since you are the overseer of your own heart, what are you going to do about the negative and wrong
attitudes that are trying to take root in your soul right now? Are you going to let them fester, take root,
and begin to produce bad fruits in your life? Or are you going to take the initiative to rip out those
attitudes by the root so your heart can stay free?

It is your heart, and you are the only one with the authority to decide what does and does not go on
inside of you. In light of this truth, what are you going to do about the situation you are facing right
now? Forgive and let it go, or hang on to that grievance and let it grow?  The choice is yours!

“If you really want to free yourself from all sorts of problems, then emotionally you must release other
people to find their good in their own way.” Catherine Ponder

One of the ways that some people really mess up their lives is by getting too entangled in the lives of
others.  There has to be a clear line between assistance and entanglement.  If you in any way feel like
the other person’s issues are becoming your own, or that you are responsible for them, you have
crossed the line!  This happens sometimes with parents and adult children, when the parent-child
relationship continues long after it should have matured.
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There is a major difference between disciplining-love and spoiling-love. Real love comes with
discipline, corrections, and guidance.  When people are lost, what they need is not instructions but
directions. Selfless love does not continual provide every resources to the point of making the person
seeking more attention, being lazy, and becoming too dependence.

Personally, I have a process of assisting people. I will listen to their underlying issues or deeply
concerned worries, work with the person to seek the preferred solutions or direction he or she
preferred to move into, and see if they do them.  If that person would not implement his or her plan-of-
actions, even after continuous reminders, that ends the advice.  Why waste your valuable time with
someone who refuses to change their own lives and would not even make a simple commitment to
make their own lives better?  This approach can work in any relationship.  Why would you continue to
be involved with somebody’s drama when they always have an excuse for not taking action?  Release
them to go work it out without you, may be they needed to go through some challenges or to face the
turmoil to want to make a positive change in their own lives.  It is best for you, and it is best for them.
Getting entangled in other people’s problems causes nothing but frustrations and disappoints. Getting
into entanglements would frustrate us in our love walk, and may cause us to eventually avoiding
walking in love with people.

How you relate to others, love others, and impact others is the most important question in your
selfless love life.

We have the power to give the gift of love to others.  Let’s practice the three simple steps of selfless
love to put our love walk back into our everyday life. Give PAT a try – Patience; Actions; Thoughts.

Patience – Love is not self-seeking, we must learn to put how others feels ahead of how we feel. We
must always keep our temper in check and displaying stability in our moods and temperament is very
important.  Many people in the world are explosive when things do not go their way.  We may not
always feel patient, but we can still discipline ourselves to be patient.  I cannot do anything about how
I feel sometimes, but I can control how I behave and response, so can you.

Recently, I was speaking in Philippines with another speaker; it was a tight-scheduled speaking
engagement and was very hectic for both of us. Arriving at Singapore Changi’s airport, both of us
were relieved to be home and for a well-deserved rest. The moment we walked out of the arrival gate,
his wife was there to meet him, thus, we decided to go for a good dinner.  During the dinner, we were
telling her how hectic the trip was, how tired both of us were, and how much we are looking forward to
a good rest. Then she turned to her hubby and started telling him about a leak in the sink and asking
him to fix it the moment he reached home. He was so unhappy that he stared at her telling her how
insensitive she was, and the next thing I heard from her is the instructions on how to fix a leak and
she will do it on her own. He tried to compose himself and told her that it is not an easy task to merely
learn through explanation, and passed a remark saying, you cannot learn how to drive by merely
reading a book or watching a DVD. The next thing I know was she flared up and said, “Fine! If you do
not want to do it, I will just let it drip, after all, I am useless. I should have learnt to be more
independent and need not relied on you.”

My friend excuse himself to go to the toilet, and I talked to her about patience. Though things may not
always turn out the way we want, we must learn to put how others feel ahead of how we feel. When
her hubby returned from the washroom, she looked at him, apologized for her bad timing to bring up
the issue, and she will call the plumber to look at it tomorrow. He replied, “I went to the washroom to
cool my head, and I guess you must be worried about it because I had been away for 5 days. I will
check on it when we reached home, and if need be, we will call the plumber.”

We may not always feel patient, but we can still discipline ourselves to be patient.
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Action – Love takes more than mere words but action. One of the best actions is giving some of our
personal time to the people whom we loved because it is a demonstration of love.  One of the best
questions for you to reflect is, “What have you done for them lately?”  The question reflects how you
are spending time with people you claimed you loved. Do you take the time to listen and understand
their underlying needs and concerns; to do the things that they really wanted to do; or simply just held
their hands to give them some assurance?

The best rationalizations I heard constantly for not being able to do things for people we loved are, “I
really wanted to do (whatever), but forget.” “I have plan this weekend to bring you to …, but
overslept.” “Actually I wanted to give you that surprise birthday gift, but no time to go and buy it, so
here’s the money for you.” “I really wanted to buy something special for my loved one but don’t know
what he really want?” How can you not know, unless you have not been listening attentively to his
needs whenever he is conversing with you? Are you too occupied with your own thoughts all the
time? How can you committed to love someone but are unwilling to make the commitments to action?
Do you only love with thinking-about-it action or mere words of love?

Thoughts – What we think about people not only affects them, it also affects the way we treat them
when we are around them. If I think about how much I do not like someone and mentally go over all
the faults I believe they have, when I see them I treat them according to the image I have formed in
my mind.  There was one client whom I worked closely with but always failed to reply to my emails,
last minute project rush, and lacking organizing skills. Each time, I will think of how much
inconvenience he have caused, reasons why I have the right to dislike him, and I believe (true or
otherwise) he is lazy, lacks commitment, irresponsible, etc.; it gives me justification to treat him coldly,
even to the point of avoiding having too much conversation with him, and would give him very stern
answers.

One day, I was asking myself why I am always so unhappy after meeting him. Then I realize it is my
thoughts.  People are affected by our thoughts. We can help people with good, loving, and positive
thoughts, but we can hurt them with evil, unloving, and negative thoughts.

I started to meditate on the strengths of the person, every good quality he have, every favor he have
ever done, and any complimentary thing I can think of about his appearance. On another occasion I
met him, and complimented him of his neat appearance, I saw him visibly relax. Also, I thanked him
for the patience that he has being putting up with me.  The next thing I know we ended working very
well, and we are having friendly conversations. Though he still has last minute requests, and learning
to be much more organized, but one thing for sure, by mediating on good, loving, positive thoughts,
there are less stress and anxiety in our dealings, and enhance a better working relationship.

Walking in Selfless Love
Do not misunderstand, selfless love is not blind.  Indeed, it sees the good, the bad, and the ugly. But
because selfless love is so filled with faith, it pushes the disconcerting, disturbing, negative realities
out of the way, to allow us to get back into love.  This does not mean ignoring problems or challenges,
it’s just making choices to see beyond the problems and conflicts, to strain forward to see the highest
potential that resides in every person.

There are many troubled people in this world, thus, today I want to encourage you to open your heart
and do the right thing by determining to learn to operate in selfless love and enjoying your everyday
love-walk life!

Your Success is Ultimately My Rewards

Signing off with love –
Your Favorite Author & Speaker – Peter Ng
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